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1 Property and Occurrence

A predicate of predicate logic generally repre-
sents a static, atemporal property of its argu-
ments. For example, if we write:

∀x[beef(x) → meat(x)], (1)

then “if x is beef then it is meat.” However,

∀x[roast(x) → cook(x)], (2)

is somewhat a misleading formula. We imagine
that x refers an object to be cooked, or in some
cases x might be an agent who cooks; anyway,
(2) represents that “for any individual x if it
has the property of roast-ing then it also has
that of cook-ing.” In order to state that there
is an occurrence of an event of cook-ing, we
need to mention a token e1 of such a situation
as e1:¿ cook À; e1 is an identifier of an event
that happened once and for all at some location
l and some time t. The formula:

e1:¿ roast À⇒ e1:¿ cook À, (3)

means “if e1 is an event of roast-ing then the
same situation can be called cook-ing.” While
the variable x in (2) is an individual in a uni-
verse, the token e1 in (3) is not.

If we embed the implication of (1) into (3),
the expected syntax would be:

∀x, e1:¿ roast, x: beef À
⇒ e1:¿ cook, x: beef À
⇒ e1:¿ cook, x: meat À .

Our objective in this paper is to give the se-
mantics of the logic of occurrence, to formalize
temporal locations, negations, and other natu-
ral language phenomena properly.
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Figure 1: Two sort hierarchies
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Figure 2: Combined diagram

2 Dual Sort Hierarchy and Its
Semantics

Sort hierarchy Sorts and subsumptions are
useful concepts to classify objects and to rep-
resent relations in them. Generally, we write
‘beef vo meat’ in short to represent the im-
plication of (1). These subsort declarations
organize the object sort hierarchy, as in the
left-hand side of Figure 1.

Here, we propose to define subsumption rela-
tions also in the meanings of events; the decla-
ration ‘roast ve cook’ represents the informa-
tion flow of (3), and organize the event sort
hierarchy, as in the right-hand side of Figure
1. Thus, we strictly distinguish ‘ve’ and ‘vo.’
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The event sort hierarchy is quite feasible for
inference when it is combined with the ob-
ject sort hierarchy [1], and its Hasse diagram
greatly improves the visibility of conceptual re-
lations as in Figure 2.

The reason we divide sorts into two kinds is
twofold. Firstly, each of hierarchies may have
different mathematical features as to whether
it is a lattice, distributive, Boolean, and so on.
Secondly, we would like to define additional
operations between tokens for further applica-
tions.

In this paper, we often write concisely

e1:¿ roast, o1: beef À (4)

to represent that e1 belongs to the sort of ¿
roast À and o1 belongs to the sort of beef .
However, the same formula can be written also
as follows:

(4) = ¿ e1: roast, o1: beef À
= (e1, o1):¿ roast, beef À
= ¿ roast, beef À (e1, o1),

for we treat the two sort hierarchies equiva-
lently, considering that both of roast and beef
work as predicates of first-order logic.

Naturally, we introduce token variables and
can quantify them.

Signature We use the following symbols:

e1, e2, · · · ∈ E a set of tokens
o1, o2, · · · ∈ O a set of objects
t1, t2, · · · ∈ T a set of token variables
x1, x2, · · · ∈ X a set of object variables
p, q, · · · ∈ Se event sorts
a, b, · · · ∈ So object sorts.

The signature of the language is the tup-
ple 〈E,O, T, X, : ,vo,ve〉, where ‘:’ is the sort
membership, ve and vo are sets of subsort dec-
larations.

For any pair of sorts a and b, we define the
greatest lower bound au b (meet) and the least
upper bound a t b (join). If all the meets and
joins exist uniquely, the hierarchy is called a
lattice. > (top) and ⊥ (bottom) are the join
and the meet of all the sorts, respectively. For
any sort a, such a that a u a = ⊥ is called the

complementary sort; if it is unique and at a =
> then the lattice is called Boolean.

Provided that each hierarchy is Boolean,

>e = tSe,>o = tSo,⊥e = uSe,⊥o = uSo,
a t a = >o, a u a = ⊥o,
p t p = >e, p u p = ⊥e.

Semantics As we cannot actually enumerate
all the individuals in the universe, the set of
occurrences1 of events for the model of tokens
is just a matter of mathematical abstraction.

Given a set of occurrences Ue for tokens, and
a set of individuals Uo for objects, we interpret
(4) as follows: [[e1]] ∈ [[roast]] ⊆ Ue, [[o1]] ∈
[[beef ]] ⊆ Uo, and

[[(e1, o1)]] = [[e1]]⊗ [[o1]]
∈ [[roast]]× [[beef ]] ⊆ Ue × Uo,

= [[¿ roast, beef À]]

where ‘×’ is the Cartesian product. Thus, our
logic is interpreted by the triplet 〈Ue, Uo, [[ ]]〉
instead of conventional 〈Uo, [[ ]]〉. Then,

[[¿ roast, beef À]] ⊆ [[¿ cook,meat À]]

if and only if [[roast]] ⊆ [[meat]] and [[beef ]] ⊆
[[meat]], that is, roast ve cook and beef vo

meat,2 as in Figure 2.
In case vo is a Boolean lattice,

[[a u b]] = [[a]] ∩ [[b]], [[a t b]] = [[a]] ∪ [[b]],
[[>o]] = Uo, [[⊥o]] = ∅, [[a]] = Uo − [[a]].

Ditto as to ve over Ue; however, because such
an event sort p u q rarely exists, [[p u q]] often
comes to ∅, as [[roast u boil]] = ∅.

We can extend the above discussion to mul-
tiple arguments for an event. For example,
¿ roast, a:human, o: beef À can be inter-
preted as a member of

[[roast]]× [[human]]× [[beef ]] ⊆ Ue × U2
o .

In which case, a missing argument can be re-
garded as ‘>o’ of the universe Uo.

1The name ‘situation’ for a member of the set is
rather confusing because it represents again a set of
facts; the adequateness for the name requires further
discussion.

2Giving a strict syntax for the logic of occurrence,
we can avoid the distinction between [[ ]]e and [[ ]]o. For
example, only the first element of ¿ À should be
interpreted in Ue, and other elements in Uo; thus [[¿
chiken À]] would be null.
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3 Temporal Relation, Nega-
tion, and Referent

The dual sort logic is applied to natural lan-
guage semantics in various ways, by (i) token
variables (as that in first-order logic), and by
(ii) sort hierarchies.

Temporal relation If we assume a relation
R between tokens, we would like to imply e′:¿
· · · À from e:¿ · · · À and eRe′. We give an
example of temporal logic, defining inclusion
‘£’ and precedence ‘¹’, as follows:

e:Pφ ⇔ ∀t ¹ e[t: φ], e:Fφ ⇔ ∀t º e[t: φ].

where P and F are modal opeartors of ‘all the
past’ and ‘all the future,’ respectively, and φ is
an abbreviation of ¿ · · · À. Furthermore, we
can extend this notion to aspects.

e:Pg φ ⇔ ∀t £ e[t: φ]

where Pg simulates the progressive aspect with
downward heredity3 [2].

In addition to the set-theoretical interpreta-
tion [[e]] for a token e, we propose the way to re-
trieve the spatio-temporal location ‖e‖ ⊆ l× t.
The difficulty in sizing a location in general has
long been discussed since S & A; therefore, we
consider ‘‖ ‖’ again as a mathematical abstrac-
tion. Assuming some class of e’s can fix their
locations, we define ‖e‖ as a closed continuous
region in the time-space. When we restrict ‖e‖
only to the temporal location, we attach the
suffix as ‖e‖t ⊆ t. As for the inclusion relation,
e1 £ e2 if and only if ‖e1‖t ⊆ ‖e2‖t.

Scope of negation The goodness of sort hi-
erarchy is that we can easily specify the scope of
the negation, indicating a complementary sort
[3]. We use ‘¬’ to negate the membership of
the sort as: ¬e:¿ p À=¿ ¬e: p À if and only
if [[e]] 6∈ [[p]]. Because the conventional polarity
‘0’ can be regarded as the syntactic negation,
¿ p, a; 0 À comes equal to the disjunction:
¿ ¬e: p, o: a À ∨ ¿ e: p,¬o: a À.

3The temporal feature is inherited to its internal
temporal extents.
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Figure 3: Non-Boolean lattice

While ‘¬’ is the classical (weak) negation,
e:¿ p À states that e is in the sort of p
positively (strong negation). For example, in
case of a non-Boolean lattice in Figure 3, be-
cause gulp u eat = ⊥e, e:¿ gulp À implies
e:¿ eat À, therefore ¬e:¿ drink À as well
as ¬e:¿ gulp À even though drink we gulp.

Furthermore, assuming the lattice is Heyt-
ing algebra,4 we can construct an intuitionistic
logic, that is, ¬¬e:¿ p À does not necessarily
imply e:¿ p À.

Discussion on referent We consider the
spatio-temporal location of an object in the
similar way, that would be a line in l× t space.
If the proposition e:¿ roast, o: beef À is true
the object ‘o’ must exist in ‖e‖, while this is
not the case for e:¿ dream of, o: beef À, in
which ‘o’ may refer to an object that is outside
of ‖e‖, or there may not be the referent. Thus,
whether ‖o‖ is in ‖e‖ concerns the de re/de
dicto distinction as other linguistic theories.
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